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Specification
INTEGRA aac Fencing.
Substrate:
INTEGRA aac panels & posts
Components:
INTEGRA aac Fence Panels
(2200mm x 600mm x 50mm)
INTEGRA aac Fence rebated fence posts
(2.500 x 250mm square - corner, end
and straight wall posts available)
Plaster Systems INTEGRA aac adhesive Broadknife
Power saw with metal or diamond blade.
Safety Equipment (Gloves, Earmuffs, Eyeware,

PM100 Quick Render
Fibreglass Reinforcing
PM100 Quick Render
Rockcote Sealer
Rockcote Coloured texture

Panel Installation:
Check optimal layout for panel.
Locate, and install selected posts.
Install Integra Fence panels.
Apply Rockcote Resene premium coatings.

Rockcote Armour

Feature design selections.
Columns & Capping

Rebated panels

Columns

Standard panels
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WHAT IS ........
INTEGRA aac Fencing?
A lightweight, reinforced concrete post and panel
fencing system.
Modern architectural trends and requirements for security and protection
of property place tremendous demands on the built environment.
The INTEGRA aac fencing system offers the flexibility to meet these
demands in a durable and cost effective manner.
Proven Technology
The INTEGRA aac fence system is a tried and tested method of
construction around the world. Incorporating the benefits of sound
absorption, impact resistance and speed of installation to create a solid,
lightweight fence solution in residential and commercial applications.
The INTEGRA aac Fence posts & panels incorporate steel mesh
reinforcing with a mortared joint connections. The lightweight panels
are slotted into pre-formed rebates of the INTEGRA posts, and coated
with premium Rockcote Resene plaster and paint finishes to ensure the
strength, integrity and durability of the System.
Durable
This System carries a 15 year Product Performance Warranty when
supplied and installed in accordance with our specifications
creating a solid, durable fence you can trust.
System Features:
Complete system
Lightweight
Impact resistance
Acoustic benefits
Speedy installation
Cost effective
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